Letters to the Editor tT tp == (4.5--5.5) X 1O-29cm2, tTT= (7--9) X 1O-29cm2
It is shown that there appear large differences in the computation of d (r, p) n process at Er ~ 90 Mev by the different natures of phase shifts which can account for 170 Mev p.p scattering data. 1 ) In Table 1 In Table I we have shown the case in which only the first term of jl (krr) is adopted in the computation. Because the higher order terms of jl (krr) would make (J"ed increase by about 20 % at our energy,3) we should multiply l.2 to (J"1p and (J"T of Table 1 Because it seems that the effect of the virtual pions is yet unimportant at our energy,7) only class A would remain to be favourable. Particularly, the set A is most favourable in the sense that it account for both polarization data and
It is important to note that the phase shifts of class A is not much different from that to be expected from pion potential. More detailed analysis and illustration will be published in due time. 
